2002 dodge dakota transfer case

For the most part, all transfer cases, regardless of the vehicle's make, look alike. There are,
however, a couple of distinguishing factors that will allow you to identify a Dodge transfer case.
The first thing that you need to understand is that there are at least five different Dodge transfer
case versions. Each of these transfer cases is used in a different type of Dodge. By comparison,
the NV transfer case is also used in many sport utility vehicles and pickup trucks of the same
years that feature V8 and 6-cylinder engines, as well. You can accomplish this by knowing that
the HD version has bearings, which are larger and a chain that's wider than that of the NV The
Dodge transfer case is made up of aluminum, as are the retainer, extension and gear cases. Be
aware that engine torque is transmitted to the front and rear propeller shafts by drive sprockets
and a chain that's interconnecting. Needle and ball bearings support the front output shaft,
input gear and main shaft. Other components on the transfer case that will aid you in identifying
it as a Dodge transfer case are the components that make up the synchro mechanism. These
include the synchro hub and features two springs used for retaining; three struts and a sliding
clutch. These components allow for shifting between 4-high and 2-high ranges, while the
vehicle is rolling. Understand that, except for a few differences in dimension all models of the
Dodge transfer cases appear to be almost identical. Distinguishing between the different
models is achieved by an ID tag that's attached to each transfer case. Be aware that this tag can
be found on the rear portion of the transfer case. The tag provides information such as the
assembly number, model number, low range ration and serial number. You will also find the
date that the transfer case was built, in the serial number. Step 3 Be aware that engine torque is
transmitted to the front and rear propeller shafts by drive sprockets and a chain that's
interconnecting. Step 4 Understand that, except for a few differences in dimension all models of
the Dodge transfer cases appear to be almost identical. IP: Logged Message: Help!! Well I've
been trying to figure out what has been going on with my 4x4. When the 4x4 is engaged it
makes a whinneding up sound when I get going and a whinneding down sound when I slow
down. Now I'm thinking the fluid just may be low cuz my Differental did the same thing and I
changed the fluid and seals on it and now it's just fine. When it's in 4x4 it runs smooth and
everything seems fine, just that noise. I only use the 4x4 in the winter and once in a while during
the summer to keep in moving. And my dad thinks that it is really nothing to worry about.
Please give any advice and hopefully it's nothing serious, thanks Guys!!! IP: Logged Message:
i've got a ram and it does the same thing, i don't know if its normal though. IP: Logged
Message: Make sure there is oil in the transfer case. It does not share the trans oil. There is a
plug on the case that you take out to check the oil level. The oil should be even with the threads
in the plug hole when the truck is level. A lot of people check the trans dip stick and think it
includes the transfer case. The trans can be full, while the transfer case is empty. Just my two
cents. IP: Logged Message: Dude do your homework before posting! The transfer case uses
tranny-fluid all day long! How the hell would you put oil in that thing without removing it from
the vehicle?! I also have the service manual on the Daks and it clearly states that it uses
tranny-fluid. So yes, if you check the tranny-fluid properly, it tells you if the transfer-case is low.
IP: Logged Message: Dude? Caps mean your hollering right? Do YOUR homework before you
get erogant. I probably rebuilt more transfer cases and transmissions in my sixty years than you
have seen. I thought the transmission and xfercase was dee same unit. I try to understand what
I read on the posts. My mama ran off with a truck driver and my daddy is in jail and I have ADD.
Again, I apologize. This shows an extreme lack of intelligence on your part. I know the thing
uses transmission-fluid for a thousand reasons, yet you dare try to say otherwise? What the
HELL are you smoking?! Maybe the guys whod esigned the thing can get some sense into you.
As for the sixty-years comment, that's just ludicrous. I mean come on, a 60yr old guy using
new-millenium slang for a nick? Now befor eyou go off feeling like a total idiot, I will say that
older models prior to may have used oil in the transfer-case, but I have no idea why they would.
It isn't good to go around posting stuff that even an idiot who doesn't know engines knows to
be false. I mean what if the original poster had thrown oil into his tranny and ruined it? Your
whole sh! Thats been done quite often. If you know so much about it , why didn't you change it
yourself? I think you had the dealer fix the thing because you really don't know sh! You figured
out how to open the hood, now your an expert. You said "I know the thing uses
transmision-fluid for a thousand reasons" Well, Also when you get a little time look up the word
"fluid" and the word "oil" in the dictionary. If you need some help getting reasons for using
transmission-fluid I can give you the phone number for the transmission lab at DaimlerChrysler
Engineering. You are trying now to change what you originally said. Message: Make sure there
is oil in the transfer case. Dan Look at your first post if you think I edited it. If you did know what
you were talking about you would know that the transfer-case gets tranny-fluid from the
transmission. This is a Chrysler product and the transfer-case gets fluid from the transmission.
Actually, I've done a valve-job myself, and I plan on rebuilding my 5. I brought my tranny in for

work for a number of reasons including the fact that at that time, I had no information on the
transmission and jumping into it blind is a sure-fire way to screw it up. However, I have replaced
the rear seals on my transfer-case to stop the leak. I've also had my differentials apart and
they're back together now, and working fine. Why the hell don't you post some damn fact for a
change? I've posted experience and fact, and you continue to bash and claim you're right, and
now you've even been caught lying. You now claim I am right and tranny-fluid goes into the
transfer-case, and that that is what you said, when everybody on these forums can clearly see
your original post. Then to justify yourself you tell me to look up 'fluid'. Well hell, why not just
look up fluid and piss? Stop trying to change the damn post to suit your needs. Look back and
you will see I was just telling him to make sure there is "lubricant" in the transfer case. Now tell
everyone how you filled your transfer case with whatever you fill it with. Better yet quote the
service manual on how to fill 1. Now carefully look at the illustration of the transfer case and
note where the juice level is in relation to the transmission juice. It seems that the level on the
dipstick is a slight bit above the level indicated for the transfer case. Also taking a rear axle
apart involves more than removing the cover. You never said why trans lube is used in
transmissions and not engine lube. Theres a bunch of words for you to pick on. Go for it.
Haynes manual Illustration number You will find a simular one in the Mopar manual. You
actually did a valve job,eh? I'm impressed. Piss will work if you drink the right stuff the night
before. How come you said you fixed your transfer case and then you said the dealer fixed it? I
bet everyone is getting entertained by this sh! IP: Logged Message: Read the post. I had the
dealer change my tranny fluid and filter. You've shown us all how very ignorant you are now.
You can't even read. Much cheaper for the gaskets and doing it yourself on a day off. Anything
else you want to try to manipulate into your own twisted world view? I mean everything you've
stated is stored on this site and you cannot go back and edit your posts, so it only shows you
as being a liar, a poor reader, and somebody who is trying their damndest to be manipulative so
they don't look stupid. Saying "I'm sorry, I was wrong" shows more maturity than lying and
saying the opposite of what is posted not four posts prior for the world to see. IP: Logged
Message: You need help.. You are obviously very young. When you get out of school you
should see a shrink. I think his name is Harry. IP: Logged Message: You two aren't worth my
time. I've shot down everything DAHEMI put up with his own previous posts, and if anybody is
dumb enough to put oil into a transmission component, they deserve what they get. End of
discussion. IP: Logged Message: Sephiroth , you crack me up! IP: Logged Message: Wrong
again. I just spent thirty minutes researching the matter, and I was right, yet again. Some even
used gear-lube! However, I cannot say the same for every single transfer-case out there, which I
didn't. However, knowing that the older transfer-cases and some newer ones use oil or
gear-lube, I would tell the original poster to ask his local dealer or get a service-manual for his
specific model. This debate is stupid now. I was right for my model, which is what I was going
by. That was y mistake. I assumed that the newer Dakotas, which mine preceeds, would be of a
similar setup. I was wrong. However, to the extent that you guys are taking it, you are dead
wrong! Your RAM may use oil, mine does not. So in essence, we are both right to an extent. No
photos of the actual Transfer Case Assembly are available. A Stock photo has been used as a
general representation. This is NOT a manufacturer part number, and can be disregarded. You
will only receive what is pictured unless otherwise stated in the description. Please do not
assume anything else will be included if it is not pictured. All of the parts we sell are guaranteed
to be in good working condition unless otherwise noted. We ONLY guarantee the part s will fit
the vehicle s listed in the description. If your vehicle was not originally equipped with the
EXACT part s listed, it is your responsibility to consult a dealer to see if it will fit your
application. Additional items may be needed if this is an upgrade or custom installation. Please
consult your local dealer for ALL other applications. We do our best to prevent these issues
from happening and apologize for any inconvenience it may cause. Lack of valid business name
and phone number will delay your order. Please provide the business name and phone number
during eBay checkout. Daytime phone number is required load will not deliver until appointment
is scheduled. Customer Pickup Free Customers can elect to pick up this item at the location
stated in this listing. Sales Tax may be applicable. You must provide at the time of check out a
day time phone number. You must also provide our authorized Proof of Purchase email at the
time of pick up in order for your item to be released. If not presented you will be turned away
until you have provided the Proof of Purchase this is for your own protection. The Proof of
Purchase will be emailed within 2 business days of receipt of full payment. Parts that are being
picked up at the local warehouse are not prepared for shipment. They will not have any
packaging included. If you will need this type of service please contact us. PayPal Only Credit
Cards can be used through PayPal NO credit cards, cash, or any form of checks will be
accepted for example: certified, personal, or company checks. Tax - U. Residents Applicable

sales tax will be collected for all orders where it is required by law. Tax - Canada Residents Part
must be located in Canada Sales tax will be charged when parts are sold to customers in
Canada. Please check rates below. Due to heavy sales volume and limited staff, we are only able
to respond to questions related to orders. Unfortunately, we do not have the resources to
respond to fitment or other general questions. Please read our listings to hopefully find the
answers you are looking for. We hope you and your family are safe and healthy. Vehicle Engine
Size:. Increase the search radius for more results. Based on the radius, a new location list is
generated for you to choose from. Get an alert with the newest ads for "transfer case dodge
dakota" in Canada. All rights reserved. Price to. Use Distance Search to find Ads based on
where you are and how far you want to travel. Update Cancel. Sign Up. Kijiji Alerts. Sort by Best
match Posted: oldest first Posted: newest first Price: lowest first Price: highest first. Notify me
when new ads are posted. Looking for trades, the worst i can do is say no so don't be afraid to
ask, 4x4 doesn't work, needs driver front CV axle and transfer case motor, just replaced all of
the front brakes including pads, rotors and 1 of the calipers along with the passenger front
steering knuckle due to stripped calipers bolts, also replaced the upper ball joint on the
passenger side body is in good shape other than one corner of the box was slightly hit before I
got the truck, more pictures will be provided upon Manual , km. Please Contact. Aussi
transfer-case et transmission Dodge Dakota parts. Like new Tail gate for Dodge Dakota
complete with hardware. Also have a Transfer case from same truck. Transfer case from 03
dakota. Case had k on it,comes with the shift motor as well,worked great at time it was pulled.
Completely rebuilt by Extreme transmissions in Saskatoon. Also new torque converter to go
with it. Asking Ask for Jim. Ph: Body is not perfect but there is not rust. Good on gas - V6- 3.
Transfer Case Dodge Dakota. There was , Kms on it when pickup was retired. Engine tranny and
transfer case out of a 92 Dakota fuel injected 4 speed overdrive manual shift transfer case.
Transfer case for sale chain was stretched makin it pretty sloppy. I opened it up cleaned it
perfect inside, put a new chain and fluid. Still needs a shift motor before use. Buts spins
beautifully free and tight now no slop. May trade for stuff. Was in a Dakota. I believe its similar
to np but electric shift. Has a lot of applications so google first before replying. Page: 1.
Recently Added:. Removing and replacing a transfer case with our remanufactured unit is much
easier then overhauling the transfer case. We can provide a direct drop in replacement,
removing all risk of getting the incorrect unit. Our transfer cases have a 12 month unlimited
mileage warranty. Low service expectancy parts are automatically replaced regardless of their
condition. All other parts that do not have absolutely new potential service life are replaced with
the highest quality parts available. Improvements upgrades are performed to improve on the
manufacturer's design when possible. But these procedures alone will not guarantee you the
highest quality transfer case. It is the experience of the crafts people with their knowledge,
dedication and uncompromising desire to improve that makes our remanufactured transfer
cases the standard of quality in the industry. All rebuilt transfer cases get new seals, bearings,
chains, fork pad and viscous couplers. All shafts, slider, hubs and planets are inspected to
ensure that proper tolerances are maintained. All units are tested at the factory prior to
shipment and have a no hassle warranty. With you assembly number we remove all risk from
getting a unit that was not designed for your vehicle. Encoder motors are available separately.
Wondering what the difference is between rebuilt unit and re manufactured unit? The person
offering the rebuild service gives you a price typically without opening up your transfer case. He
is guessing and betting that he can fix the unit with minimum expense for parts and get you on
your way without a warranty! Re manufactured units have more new parts and come with a 12
month warranty. Another thing to consider is that it takes less mechanical skills to remove and
replace a complete unit than it does to rebuild a unit if you are considering doing the job
yourself also less time. If you have good mechanical skill and time rebuilding your existing unit
is recommended. Use the figure to the right to assist you in correctly identify what transfer case
you have, it's located on the rear of the unit. The assembly number is the key to getting a direct
drop in replacement. Information is also provide to assist you in identify which Yoke and Switch
types that your transfer case has. So the next time you need a transfer case remember - all
transfer cases are not the same - you can never make a bad decision by choosing the best. Use
the following figures to identify Yoke and Switch types. The core deposit will be refunded for
assembled transfer case cores only. The core charge is a deposit placed on you credit card to
ensure that you return your original transfer case, when received we credit your card the core
deposit amount less return freight if returned COD please call to make this arrangement. Prices
subject to change without notice. Transfer Case Motors Sold Separately. Cores must be
returned with-in 30 days. Log In Username. Login Forgot Your Password? Forgot Your
Username? New Customer? Create an Account. My Account Orders list Wishlist Checkout.
Transfer Case Replacements and Parts :: Dodge. Dodge Transfer Case Replacements. Extended

warranty now available! Wondering what is a core? Please provide the assembly number of the
tag on the rear of your New Process transfer case, this will ensure that you receive a direct drop
in replacement. What transfer case do you have? Just consult our detailed application guide
below! Having problems shifting your electric transfer case, we offer a complete lline of
electronic encoder motors. Replacement parts to assist you with the repair of your Transfer
Cases for Chevrolet, Dodge, Ford, Jeep and many more! Find your transfer case parts. Dodge
Transfer Case Rebuilt Transfer Case. Add To Wishlist. Add To Compare. Call for price. Transfer
Case Assemblies are delivered with 12 month unlimited mile warranty, from time of purchase.
When ordering please provide vehicle make, year, model,, transfer case model number and
assembly numbers off existing transfer case tag, this information will ensure that you receive a
direct drop in replacement. AAM 9. Ring and Pinion GM: 9. Auto Transmission parts. Hard Parts
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Overhaul Kit. Daewoo Automatic Transmission Overhaul Kit. Honda Automatic Transmission
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Overhaul Kit. Mercedes Automatic Transmission Overhaul Kit. Peugeot Automatic Transmission
Overhaul Kit. Renault Automatic Transmission Overhaul Kit. Porsche Automatic Transmission
Overhaul Kits. Saab Automatic Transmission Overhaul Kit. Subaru Automatic Transmission
Overhaul Kit. Volkswagen Automatic Transmission Overhaul Kit. Volvo Automatic Transmission
Overhaul Kit. GM 4L80E illustrated parts drawing. Problem Solving and Prevention Kits.
Automatic Transmissions. Volvo Automatic Transmissions. Heavy Duty Utility Automatics
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Your Answers Here! Clutch Trouble Diagnosis Guide. Clutch Trouble Diagnosis - Clutch Drags.
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Nissan. Driveshaft Ford F Driveline Subaru Replacements. Driveline and Driveshafts
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Products by Remco. Chevrolet GMC. GEO and Suzuki Tracker. Tow Bar Baseplates. Auto Gear
Service of Reno Sparks. Drive Line Service in Reno Sparks. Dodge Cummins Diesel. Ford
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in replacement! Single speed, Electric shift, , order encoder motor UMM if required.

